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THE NATION
– THAT’S US?

DIVERGENT INTERPRETATIONS OF A CONCEPT

by Thomas Lundén

abstract
The concept of nation is not only, as is often assumed, related to states but to the people who
feel that they belong to a community based on a
common identity, wherein language and culture are
often emphasized as something that knit people
together. History, as well as contemporary experience, reveal the notion that state nationalism tends
to oppress local languages and cultures. However,
in a cultural nation interpretation, all national minorities, while being citizens of their state of domicile,
are per definition not members of the majority
nationality. By claiming membership of the minority, individuals are given exclusive rights such as
protection of customs, language and religion while,
of course, being free to choose either assimilation
or a combination of both. One dilemma of cultural
nationalism is the relationship between autochthonous minorities and immigrant groups. Among
individuals with a possible otherness in relation
to the nationalized state is their choice of identity:
otherness, total assimilation into the majority, or a
twin identity. Nationality is not a digital attribute –
identities can be split and shared in multiple ways –
a conclusion which is argued for in this article.
KEY WORDS: Nation, states, minority, nationality.

Cultural nationalism
and state nationalism
When Jerzy Einhorn (1925—2000), later to become famous as a medical professor and politician, arrives in Sweden in 1946, he is interrogated by immigration police and asked for his nationality. He answers “Jewish”. “There is no such nationality” says the policeman.
Einhorn comments: “He doesn’t understand that in all my years
I have not been allowed to be Polish and that he is the one who is
right.”1 But how could Einhorn believe his nationality is Jewish?
The Swedish National Encyclopedia states: Basically, the concept
of “nation” does not relate to states but to the concept of “people”, i.e.
individuals knit together by a common identity.2 In the article, history
professor Rune Johansson, expert on nationalism, explains the two
concepts of cultural nationalism and state nationalism, in which
the first and semantically more appropriate concept (from the Latin
natio, birth, family, people) has been used in the German-speaking
world and Eastern Europe, while state nationalism has been taken
for granted in France and the United States3.
THIS CONCEPTUAL bewilderment is historically grounded. Until
1871 there was no German state but a number of smaller territories
“united” by a common sense of nationality — a German nationality. In the area, as well as in the emerging Italy and in a historical
Poland divided and subordinated by three colonizing powers
(Habsburg Austria, Tsarist Russia and Prussia), nationalism was directed towards forming a territorial state built on the idea of a common nation.4 In the French case, the 1789 revolution centralized
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an earlier conglomerate of languages and cultures (Provençal,
Breton, Flemish, etc.) into one homogeneous unit (égalité, one
of the three revolutionary keywords), in reality a forced assimilation into a unitary French culture and language. Based on the
same logic as the metric system being equal for everyone, ethnicity would also be homogenized. France continues to deny the
existence of national minorities by stating “we are all French”.
Bretons and Basques, peoples without a state, were seen as mere
curiosities and their languages were despised and counteracted
as “patois” — local dialects. Groups with a potential ethnic homeland, such as Corsicans, Catalans, Flemish and German speakers in Alsace-Lorraine, were warned not to listen to irredenta
messages from neighboring “kin-nation” countries. As a positive
consequence of its interpretation of nationalism, France has
refrained from any irredentism of its own, e.g. against Frenchspeaking Switzerland, Walloon Belgium or the Vallée d’Aoste in
Italy. Another consequence of state nationalism has been a readiness — at least in principle — to accept all immigrants who are
willing to become French.
IN NORTH AMERICA a number of British provinces formed an independent federation in which the units were called states, and the
entire territory, the USA, was called the Nation. American English semantic hegemony has unfortunately led to an increasing
tendency in other languages, even Swedish and German, to use
the concept of the nation-state even for multi-national territorial
states, e.g. Belgium and Bosnia-Hercegovina. Consequently, the
concept of national minority has been blurred. In the cultural
concept of the nation, a national minority comprises a group
of autochthonous people within a state who do not consider
themselves to belong to the state-forming nation but are either
a member of another state-forming nationality (e.g. Hungarians
in Romania) or constitute a stateless nation, e.g. the Kurds and
the Sámi. To states that are based on immigrant assimilation, the
protection of national minorities has often been misunderstood.
In the first decades of the United Nations (sic!), the United States
(sic!) helped national minorities assimilate into the majority
population. Eleanor Roosevelt, who led the UN Sub-Commission
on the Prevention of Discrimination against Minorities, never
understood that most European minorities sought protection
from the forced cultural and linguistic assimilation by the “nationalizing states” rather than losing their identity.5
IN THE CURRENT Swedish debate, totally dominated by the state
nation concept, a professor of international law has been cited as
referring to the fact that the United Nations is obviously a grouping of states, thus equal to nations. However, its predecessor, the
League of Nations, was built on Woodrow Wilson’s dream of every people’s right to form a state of their own, a nation state.6 The
conglomerate states of Russia and Austria-Hungary and Germany (with its Polish, Danish and French-minded minorities) were
divided or truncated according to ethnic principles, often after
plebiscites, despite this ethnic mix resulting in large national minorities in the new states which, in turn, were often oppressed
by the new ruling majority. At the same time the victorious

western powers were able to continue their ethnic assimilation,
creating a national unity by means of oppression and coercion.7
In Scandinavia, Norway and Sweden followed the French model
of national homogenization through a policy of assimilation. In
a plebiscite in 1920, Denmark gained an “ethnic irredenta” of
Northern Schleswig, while the territorially detached Atlantic
areas of Iceland, the Faroes and Greenland, with their respective
linguistic and cultural distinctiveness, eventually gained their independence (Iceland) and autonomy. Finland was relatively successful in creating a nation comprising two linguistic communities, accepting a League of Nations decision on limited autonomy
for the Åland Islands whose population had opted for Sweden in
an unofficial referendum.8

State nationalism and its
cultural counterpart
State nationalism has been utilized by other European nationalizing states by even worse means, particularly when it comes
to the eradication of local languages and cultures. The Hungary
of today is deploring the loss of ethnic irredenta after 1918, but
little mention is made of the radical Magyarization of non-ethnic
Hungarians up to World War I. In Turkey, until recently the existence of a considerable Kurdish minority has been denied and it
is still forbidden to describe the Kurds as a nation. Like Turkey,
Greece only accepts the existence of minorities that have been
legally defined in treaties, (the Muslim, mainly Turkish minority
in Western Thrace) but denies the rights of its autochthonous Albanian and Slavo-Macedonian groups, which have been heavily
reduced by assimilation or emigration. Spain officially denies the
existence of a Catalan or Catalonian nation but recognizes the
right to autonomy of its “nationalities and regions”. 9
STATE NATIONALISM IS RELATIVELY easy to define and analyze as it is
performed by a legal entity, the independent state. Cultural nationalism is more esoteric, and it is related to a sense of identity that is
also changeable, multidimensional and spurred by popular or even
populist movements. In what is probably his best and most comprehensive book, Staten som lifsform [The State as a Form of Life] (1916)
the controversial, and partly reactionary Swedish activist, political
scientist Rudolf Kjellén (1864—1922) engages in a considerable and
initiated and well-balanced discussion of the concept of nation (in
the cultural sense of the word) which he puts against the state with
its legal organization and defined territory. The nation is a community of will, it is undefined, volatile, it changes with the times
and “the time spirit”. In discussing the different factors that influence national identification, he is surprisingly clear in denouncing
race and “blood” as determining factors, but even language and
religion may not be decisive in the identification process. In his
view, racial mixture is a typical feature of great western nations
(= peoples).10 Both in Kjellén’s time and up to 1945, the concept of
race was used in Swedish academic geography and anthropology,
e.g. in differentiating three races in Sweden: the Swedes, the Finns
and the “Lapps” (i.e. the Sámi), although there are no signs of any
ranking or discrimination according to these classifications. However, anthropologists in those days often referred to exotic peoples
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as “primitive”. A Swedish official discussing the Sámi in an article
published in 1942 underlines that the “Lapps” are just as intelligent
as any other people, indirectly implying the existence of other
opinions.11
Kjellén’s depreciation of the importance of religion in the
nation-forming process was probably influenced by his appreciation of Wilhelminian Germany, a state comprising two major
Christian denominations and (in 1916) a patriotic, successful and
assimilated Jewish minority. As for language, the Polish case (see
below) may indicate the opposite of the German case, although
developments after World War I show that a common language,
either defining the territorial state or used by the state to assimilate linguistic minorities, is the most effective means of nationalizing a territory.12 However, the case of the Central South Slavic
language — at one time called Serbo-Croatian — splitting into
four officially different languages, Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian
(Bosnyak) and Montenegrin, shows the power that colonizers of
different religions has on subjected peoples. “A language is a dialect with an army and a navy”, a sentence attributed to Joshua
Fishman,13 shows the importance of having strong support for a
rigid definition of what is “correct” — (and what is not correct!)
in speaking and writing a recognized language. And language is
one of the most ardent shibboleths, actually the original shibboleth, in defining the boundary of an ethnic group on its way to
forming a specific cultural nationality.14
THE RELATIONSHIP between state nationalism and the cultural
concept of nation is obviously complex. One of the best books on
nationalism had already been written in the 1950’s by the multiethnic political scientist Karl Wolfgang Deutsch. In his Nationalism and Social Communication, he analyses how the state both
directly and indirectly, even via infrastructural devices, aims to
make the population of the state territory form a nation, a peoer, Benedict
ple full of solidarity towards “their” country.15 Later,
Anderson characterizes the nation as an imagined combaker, studying states with ethnic
munity.16 Rogers Brubaker,
minorities,
es, has described their efforts to homogenize
as “nationalizing”.
nalizing”.17 In spite of these and other contributions to
o the understanding of the relation between
nation and
d state, the interpretation of the concept of
nation as a formal territorial organization appears to
have won the
he “game of formulation hegemony”.

Defining
g minorities
– inclusive
ve or exclusive
The recent debate
bate in Sweden has been totally
dominated by a state nation view, particularly
with regards to the strong condemnation of a
statement by members
embers of the populist Sverigedemokraterna (Sweden
eden Democrats) party that the
Sámi (and perhaps
ps in consequence, Jews and
Roma) are not Swedish.
edish. However, in a cultural
nation interpretation,
on, all national minorities,
while being citizenss of their state of domicile
are, by definition, not
ot members of the major-

ity nationality. By claiming membership of a minority, individuals are given exclusive rights, including protection of customs,
language and religion while, of course, being free to choose
either assimilation or a combination of both. Sweden ratified the
European conventions on language and minorities with some
hesitation. Its choice of defined minorities and languages may
be debatable, but in the case of the Sámi, the Roma and the autochthonous Finnish-speaking population of the north, it marks
the end of a century of forced assimilation that started around
1880. When in the 1930s a number of Social Democratic government ministers attempted to reintroduce language rights for
Finnish speakers they were met with heavy resistance from local
leaders. The fear of being regarded Finnish (and even becoming
the victim of Finnish irredentism) led to a denial of the value of
the language and its culture and eventually to the creation of a
“new language”, Meänkieli, based on the local dialects of Finnish that were not supported by the teaching of standard Finnish.
The subsequent decline of Finnish has led to a loss of northern
multiculturalism and has hampered cross-border contacts and
communication.18 During the time of Swedification, the policy
towards the Sámi was partly different: Sámi reindeer nomad
herders were encouraged to keep their identity but were patronized and linguistically Swedified. Until recently, other Sámi were
supposed to assimilate, resulting in internal conflicts in the Sámi
community, as well as in the considerable loss of a language that
was already weakened by strong local differences, as well as
by the division of the Sámi nation into four territorial states in
Northern Europe.
AMONG INDIVIDUALS with a possible otherness in relation to the
nationalized state is the choice of identity: otherness, total assimilation into the majority, or a twin identity. State policies
assimilation have created changes of identity, defiance and
of a
strengthening of the minority, or even a “middle way”, the
stre
creation of new identities in denial of both the majority and
crea
identity, although often based on the non-stanthe “kin-state”
“
dardized version of the related neighboring majority language,
dardi
a ““wild dialect” or dachlose Mundart (as suggested by the
German sociolinguist Heinz Kloss).19 Meänkieli, the rise of
G
a Silesian identity, Windisch in Austria, Corsican and Alsatian
t a in France are examples of “middle way-inventions”, ofti
ten
n ffacing the extinction of a language within a generation or
two.
two
tw
o For immigrants the choice is between isolation in the
diaspora
group, intentional assimilation, or a combination
d
di
diasp
i
of both,
bot often specialized into different walks of life. Different backgrounds
depending on ethnic and state territorial orback
igin have
hav
ve resulted in different choices. The Eastern European
Jews
Jews who
o arrived in Western Europe could easily drop their
colloquial
in favor of the majority language because
col
lloquial Yiddish
Y
they ccould
keep their liturgy in Hebrew. Estonian refugees in
o ld k
ou
Sweden
S
Sw
eden in the 1940s successfully chose societal assimilation
ed
cultivating their native language, preparing for a possible
while cultivatin
Estonia. Individual and group experience, often with
rreturn
re
turn to Eston
tu
consequences, therefore plays an important role.
generational con
Thus, against the singularity of state nationalism is the di-
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lemma of cultural nationalism: Who has the right to claim to be
Swedish, Sámi or Kurd? Is the nation inclusive or is it contained?
In the aftermath of the plebiscites following the Versailles Peace
Treaty of 1919, in order to territorially define the new or recreated “nation states”, it was found that a substantial number of
Polish-speaking Protestants, the Masurians, had voted for Germany, since they saw Polishness as a part of Catholicism. This
also affected the Polish Jews (cf. Einhorn!) who had no territorial
option (except for the (then) utopian Zionists).20 In Silesia, with
an ethnically divided population, a number of districts voted for
a restored Polish republic. A German geography professor argued in a book that the population was wrong in its choice: German culture was superior! In other words, welcome to a higher
culture. A decade later German nationalism became exclusive:
Poles allegedly belonged to an inferior race, not to be mixed with
the German race.21 Jews and Roma would fare even worse, as
they were doomed to annihilation.
History partly repeated itself: After Nazi Germany’s defeat
in 1945, many inhabitants of Germany’s South Schleswig chose,
or returned to, Danish-mindedness, not only in response to the
undamaged infrastructure and relatively unharmed democracy
in Denmark, but also in protest at the influx of German refugees,
banished from territories claimed and ethnically cleansed by the
Soviet Union and Poland. Among the re-born Danes there were
even signs of racism against the eastern Germans who were allegedly of “Slavic blood”.22 This reference to a racial difference soon
waned, but even before the Nazi appropriation of the concept
of race and up to the end of World War II, the interpretation of
race as a quality that differentiated between different peoples
was commonplace. In Swedish scientific journals, Swedish Jews
were usually regarded as an integrated part of the Swedish population, while Jews from Germany and Eastern Europe trying to
escape to Sweden from Nazism were met with resistance from
the legal system and, with some remarkable exceptions, from
the press, usually because it was alleged that they had taken jobs
from the native population. With the exception of the minuscule
pro-Nazi press, direct anti-Semitism was obsolete or hidden behind references to Swedish neutrality.

this group cannot refer to a status of national minority, only to
individual human rights.25 The situation of the Roma population
in Sweden and other West European countries is partly similar.
While Sweden (and Finland under Swedish rule) has long had an
autochthonous Roma population, since the 1970s this has been
supplemented by immigrants from the Balkans, strengthening
the position of the group but also adding to the internal differences within it.26

Conclusion
Returning to Jerzy Einhorn: After a number of years he spoke
Swedish, was granted citizenship and was fully integrated into
Swedish society. He became a Swede but retained his Jewish
identity and his Polish experience to the extent he chose himself.
Citizenship is a legal document but is also a “passport” of
access to the rights and obligations of the territorial state, something that usually requires an acceptable command of the state
language. Nationality is something else: Majorities and minorities have a right to choose their national identity according to
their origin and experience. Nationality is not a digital attribute
— identities can be split and shared in many ways. ≈
Thomas Lundén, Emeritus Professor in Human Geography specializing in ethnic and political geography, Södertörn University.
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